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Abstract. The Generalized Order Complementarity Problem studied by Isac and Kostreva is 
extended to multivalued mappings satisfying a condition proposed by Kneser. Existence of 
solutions to a related fixed point problem leads to existence theory for the new type of com- 
plementarity problem. Some important applications include problems in lubrication and in 
economics in which functions are set valued. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Complementarity Problem [l-4] and several generalizations [1,4,5-lo] have been estab- 
lished as an important class of applied mathematical problems. For these problems, there 
exists a body of theoretical results, algorithms for computing solutions and many applica- 
tions from engineering to economics [4] and from theoretical physics to computer science [2]. 
In recent years, the generalized complementarity problem [6,8,11] has been considered and 
a related problem, the generalized order complementarity problem [7], has been studied. It 
was known for some time that under certain conditions on the functions involved, there ex- 
ists a solution to the linear generalized complementarity problem. Recently, more extensive 
results have been obtained. For example, Szanc, [lo] developed a theory and algorithms for 
nonlinear functions of the class P extending the work of Habetler and Kostreva [l]. Results 
for the infinite dimensional version of the generalized order complementarity problem are 
presented in [7]. Here we propose a new variant of the generalized order complementarity 
problem in which the mappings are point to set mappings. Earlier, point to set mappings 
were considered in the complementarity problem by Saigal[9] and Fujimoto [12] and in varia- 
tional inequality theory by You and Zhu [13]. Saigal and Fujimoto approached the problem 
through fixed point theory, while You and Zhu set up approximation methods and gave 
error estimates. However, the case of interest here, namely several point to set mappings 
of generalized complementarity and the mathematical structure of a vector lattice, has not 
been considered. For this more general type of mapping and lattice structure, we extend a 
classical theorem of Kneser [14-161, which is not very well known in the English language 
mathematical literature. It would seem to be of importance to the complementarity problem 
and other related problems as well. Let us now introduce the mathematical setting. 
Let (X, 5) be a nonempty ordered set. Recall that a subset A c X is well ordered if every 
nonempty subset of A has a first element, and an element m E X is a maximal element of X 
if2EXandm<zimply2: = m. The theorem of Kneser [14-161 will be important in what 
follows: 
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THEOREM (KNESER). If every nonempty well ordered subset of X has an upper bound 
in X, then X has a maximal element. 
DEFINITION 1. A subset A c X satisfies condition (Ii’> if every nonempty well ordered 
subset of A has an upper bound in A. 
Let @ : X + X be a point to set mapping such that for every z E X, Q(Z) is nonempty. 
Denote by [@Is the point to set mapping defined as follows: 
[a], (x) = {U E X 12, 5 u for some 21 E Q(Z)}. 
DEFINITION 2. A point to set mapping Q satisfies condition (10 if for every I E X, [@Is (x) 
satisfies condition (Ii). 
Recall that (X, 5) is a complete lattice if for every nonempty subset A C X, sup A and 
inf A are well defined in X. 
DEFINITION 3. A point to set mapping Q : X -+Xisisotoneifz~X,y~X,andx<y 
imply that for every u E a(x) there is a v E Q(y) such that u 5 o. 
The principal results are contained in the following section. 
2. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
The following fixed point theorem will be useful to obtain solvability information about 
the multivalued generalized order complementarity problem. On the other hand, it is new 
and it is of interest in its own right. 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, 5) be a complete lattice and T : X + X be an isotone point to set 
mapping such that for every x E X, T( ) 3: is nonempty. If T satisfies condition (Ii), then 
there exists an element z+ E X such that .z* E T(r,). 
PROOF: Consider the set D = {x E X 12 5 u for some u E T(x)}. D is nonempty since 
inf X E D. We show that D satisfies condition (K). Indeed, let 43 C D be a well ordered 
subset. Then by definition of D, for any 2 E C, there exists y E T(z) such that 2 5 y. 
Since T is isotone and z 5 supC, there exists z E T(supQ3) such that y 5 Z. This implies 
that Q3 c [T], (sup43). 
Now the set [T], (supQ=) satisfies condition (K), so that C has an upper bound 
x+ E [T], (sup C). Obviously, sup 43 5 z+. Now from the definition of [T], (sup43) there 
exists an element 10 E T(sup C) such that Z* 5 x0. From this we see that sup C E D. 
Thus, D satisfies condition (Ii) and applying Kneser’s Theorem, there exists a maximal 
element Z+ E D. Observe that we can find ‘1~~ E T(z,) such that z* 5 u*. Since T is isotone, 
there exists an element ‘1~0 E T(u,) such that U, 5 ‘1~ 0, which implies U, E D. Now since z, 
is maximal, Z+ = u* E T(z,). 
Now the Multivalued Generalized Order Complementarity Problem will be introduced 
and solved by means of Theorem 1. 
Let E be a complete vector lattice, that is, E is a vector lattice such that for every subset 
A C E, sup A exists whenever A has an upper bound. Denote by Ko the set {x E E 12 1 0). 
Suppose m point to set mappings fi, f2, . . . ,fm : E + E are given, each having the form 
fi(~) = x - Ti(z) where Ti : E + E is a point to set mapping with the property that for 
each x E E, Ti(x) is nonempty. 
The following problem will be called the Multivalued Generalized Order Complementarity 
Problem associated with {ji 1 i = 1, . . . , m} and I<0 and abbreviated 
MGOCP ({fi}?, &) : F’ d m 10 E li’o and yf E Ti(::(zo) such that 
inf {x0,10-yy,..., IO - y;) = 0. 
DEFINITION 4. A point to set mapping f : ICo ----t E is A-isotone if there exists a point to 
point mapping A : E + E such that 
i) (I + A)-’ exists and is isotone, and 
ii) if z < y, then for every u E f(z) + A(x) there exists v E f(y) + A(y) such that u 5 v. 
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REMARKS: 
1) Every isotone point to set mapping is A-isotone with A(z) = 0 for every x E E. 
2) The class of A-isotone point to set mappings is a strict superset of the class of isotone 
mappings. 
3) The mapping A used in Definition 4 is not necessarily unique for a given function f. 
Given the mappings fi , fi, . . . , f,,, : E + E having the form fi(z) = 3: - Ti(Z) where 
T; : E -+ E is a point to set mapping with the property that for each 3: E E, T;(z) is 
nonempty, define the point to set mapping 
T:(Z) = {sup{O, Yl,Ys,. . . ,Ym} IYi E Z(Z), i = 1,. . . ,m} for every 2 E E. 
The mathematical framework has now been established for the main theorem for the 
multivalued generalized order complementarity problem. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a complete vector lattice where Ko = {z E E Jz 2 0). 
Let fi,f2,...,fm : E - E have t6e form fi(Z) = 2 - Ti(x) where Ti : E + E is a 
point to set mapping with the property that for each x E E, Ti(X) is nonempty. Suppose 
that 
1) T,f is A-isotone. 
2) (I + A)-‘(T$ + A) satisfies condition (I<) for every x E KCJ. 
3) There exists an element 20 E Ii0 such that for every y E Ti(Io), y 5 ~0 and for 
every 2 such that 0 _< x 5 x0 it holds that u E (I + A)-l (T:(z) + A(x)) implies 
u >_ 0. 
Then the problem MGOCP ({fi}y, ICO) has a solution. 
PROOF: We consider the point to set mapping T : Ko -+ E defined for every x E ii0 by the 
expression 
T(x) = (I + A)-’ (T;(z) + A(x)) . 
Observe the following: 
a) T is isotone, 
b) [T]s satisfies condition (K) on Ko, 
c) there is an x0 E h’o so that for every Y E T(xo), y 5 x0, 
d) foreveryxsuchthatO~x~x~,T(x)~{z~O~z~x}. 
Now consider the set X = {x E ICo 1 x 5 zo} where x0 is the element mentioned in As- 
sumption 3. X is a complete lattice, T is isotone with respect to K. and T maps X into itself. 
Therefore, we may apply Theorem 1 to obtain an element x* E X such that x, E T(x*). 
From this it follows that there exists z* E T(x:,) such that 
xr = ze E (I + A)-’ (T,+(z,) + A(xw)) 
So there exist 
y,’ E Ti(z,) with x* = (I+A)-‘(sup{O,y;,y;,...,~:,}+A(~~)). 
It follows that 
x* =suP{o,Y;,Y;,...,Y=,}. 
Hence, from the equation 
inf{x,,x~-y~,xc,-y~,...,xc,-Y~}=x~+inf(0,O-Y~,O-Y~,...~O-Y~~ 
= x* - sup{~,Y;,Yz’,...,Y~~=~. 
Therefore, x, is a solution. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
The applications of the above theorems are wide ranging. On the theoretical side, 
Theorem 2 contains the main result of [12] as a special case. Handled by the new results are 
examples in which some of the functions are point to point mappings while others are point 
to set mappings, and problems exhibiting some generalized (m 1 2) characteristics. From 
the analytical point of view, the functions are quite general, not necessarily continuous in 
the point to point case and not necessarily lower semicontinuous or upper semicontinuous 
in the point to set case. Since the results are valid not only in R" but in infinite dimensions 
as well, the works of Saigal and of You and Zhu are open to generalization by the methods 
of this paper. In addition, this makes the results of great applicability in engineering and 
economics. 
In [3,4,7,11], various mathematical models of lubrication are considered, and solutions 
are suggested by means of generalized complementarity problems and generalized order 
complementarity problems. One feature missing in this earlier work was the consideration 
of surfaces which are not perfectly smooth. A model of probabilistic roughness known 
as Reynolds’ surface roughness is characterized by amplitudes much smaller than the film 
thickness of the lubricant and by wave length which is much longer than the film thickness. 
The ordinary Reynolds’ operator is consistent with this type of roughness. One way to 
handle such roughness would be to treat the surface geometry via point to set mappings 
as introduced in this paper. We find that this approach has much more appeal than the 
consideration of average surface roughness, since the actual surface in a bearing may never 
take on the average value of the surface during the contact, whereas the lubricant always 
experiences some value in a set of possible values of the surface height. 
A similar situation is relevant in economic models [4] which require price/quantity rela- 
tionships. These relationships may be well described by point to set mappings in order to 
avoid using averages. Again, average values seem to have much less appeal than set valued 
mappings, since the actual average value may never occur in the economic environment. 
Clearly, the benefits of working with point to set mappings are not limited to the applica- 
tions above, but are merely representative of what may be obtained by understanding such 
a theory. 
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